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War Cries 2015-09-17
war cries is the first ever collection of prayers which reflects the faith experiences of christians within a military context it
comprises 225 formal and informal prayers from the army navy and raf from civilian sources and other nations which are
presented in 7 chapters each of which exposes a different aspect of military life the prayers appear in a way that mirrors
the military experience beginning with the act of joining up and ending with post conflict reflection this structuring helps
the reader join the recruits in mind and heart at the beginning of their military journey to experience the frustration of
training the boredom of life at sea the formality of the parade ground the horrors of battle the traumatic aftermath of war
and ultimately the desire for a meaningful peace the collection also includes prayers of service families during times of
conflict compiled by a serving military chaplain not intended to glorify military service deify the dead or sanitise the
horrors of war but rather to reveal something of the realities of christian military service will help clergy who have had
little exposure to military life to provide homilies and prayers for remembrance sunday 8 november in 2015 and other civic
occasions

The Defender's Prayer Journal 2019-03-25
the defender s prayer father keep my sights clear and my blade of intention sharp and true i know safety is of the lord and
my care is dependent upon you whether in the valley of the shadow of death or the halls of victory your spirit s presence
you always provide should i find myself among hostiles in your peace i pledge to abide there is no companion like unto thee
lord your grace this morning was fresh and new keep my heart clothe me with honor and courage let my actions be a credit
to you a life of service is full of uncertainty i thank you that your angels are standing watch with me through the night bless
my buddy by my side join us in the brotherhood of uncommon valor make us a reflection of your light i have pledged to
preserve america s posterity help me protect all that is lasting and right in jesus name amen perfect gift journal for
members of the united states army we wrote the the defender s prayer christian poem to honor the great men and women
who serve and have served this great country as a veteran married to a veteran i know how essential prayer is to those
who wear the uniform and their families as they are faced with various trials every day this military poem will be an
encouragement and a reminder of whom we are to depend on and trust in every time this notebook is picked up and
written in features and uses of this army journal notebook 6 x9 fits in a backpack tote bag handbag and glove compartment
150 blank lined pages 90 gsm white high quality paper premium designed matte cover absorbs scratches and scuffs use as
a prayer journal for taking notes during meetings keeping track of appointments logbook recording your experiences and
more encouraging gift for christians who have recently enlisted or graduating from basic training great deployment gift
great for veterans and retired military buy this beautiful journal today and show your appreciation and support for our
troops

Army Soldier Prayer Book 2024-02-16
daily devotion with carefully curated daily prayers it serves as a consistent source of strength courage and resilience for
soldiers facing the challenges of military life tailored for military life this prayer book is thoughtfully crafted to resonate
with the unique experiences and demands that soldiers encounter providing solace and support throughout their journey
refuge in the battlefield whether stationed far from home or navigating through intense missions the book offers a spiritual
refuge allowing soldiers a moment of connection with the divine amidst the rigors of their duties heartfelt gift a heartfelt
gift for soldiers seeking inspiration and guidance the prayers within these pages are a meaningful tribute to their
commitment and sacrifice

Abridged Prayer Book for Jews in the Army and Navy of the United States
1917
prayer book for jewish soldiers and sailors consisting of daily prayers as well as those for the sabbath holidays and festivals

Pocket Prayers for Military Life 2016-03-08
daily life for those in the military and their loved ones at home can be filled with rapid change fear and uncertainty for
those bravely sacrificing for our country bestselling author max lucado offers words of hope pointing them to the source of
faith and courage pocket prayers for the military contains forty scriptures and guided prayers that will help readers face
the unique challenges of military life with courage and faith

Military Mom Prayer Journal 2019-04-13
military mom prayer journal is aimed at helping you find strength peace courage and faith while your child serves in the
military i spent many days and nights worrying and scared when my soldier deployed to afghanistan a few years ago while
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he completed missions with bravery and courage i spent my time being anxious and wishing i could protect him during that
time my faith in god was strengthened i learned to look to the lord to protect my soldier and help me be brave many
scriptures got me through those times by the end of that year i was a stronger military mom and believer spilling my
thoughts and feelings into a journal helped me to embrace this military mom journey even in the tough times this military
mom prayer journal features 50 bible verses focused on strength courage worry anxiety fear love letting go hope serving
others peace stillness and protection each verse includes an accompanying lined journal writing page to spill your thoughts
reflections and praise into this prayer journal my hope is that you find strength peace and courage as you journal your way
to your best life and spend quiet time with god

Abridged Prayer Book for Jews in the Army and Navy of the United States
1917
in the army of the lord captures the prolific life experiences of an international humanitarian who rose from the ranks of an
accomplished military officer to become a leading clergyman in a nation consumed by conflict it sheds light on the power
of prayer fast and faith as indispensable weapons in battling the forces of adversity in a determined quest to fulfil god s
purpose in a series of captivating narratives of his life s journey through torturous imprisonment and the bitter scourge of
war through every page the author offers an array of glaring manifestations of divine intervention in the fulfilment of his
challenging quest to carry the torch of the lord through service to humanity

In the Army of the Lord 2021-04-20
armed forces prayerbook catholic edition features 96 pages of prayers and devotions to nourish and strengthen the faith of
our military personnel at home or overseas this second edition includes the revised order of the mass confession the rosary
the stations of the cross favorite novenas prayers and a number of heartening psalms and new testament readings from the
new american bible

Armed Forces Prayer Book, Revised 2011-08-01
boot camp the starting point for everyone who joins the military no one who signs up expects it to be easy it s not supposed
to be but everyone at some point during boot camp comes to the end of their own strength it is at that point where a little
encouragement makes all the difference resting in god s shadow offers encouragement specifically written for those in this
especially challenging period of the military chaplain major jeffrey l brooks u s army retired knows what he s talking about
with 22 years of active military service during that time he served as chaplain at fort leonard wood missouri encouraging
the men and women in boot camp to never give up on themselves or their dreams keep a positive mental attitude and give
it their best since then he s had a passion to write these encouragements into a book this book is a collection of twelve
devotionals followed by a prayer book with spaces to record your thoughts the devotionals in part one correspond with the
prayer book in part two concise and focused devotions fit into even the most rigorous training schedule whether you re
active in the military or have a loved one headed to boot camp this devotional is sure to provide just the right words of
encouragement and scripture

Resting in God's Shadow 2021-02-06
the authors share remarkable stories from brave soldiers who reveal how god was with them and answered their prayers
during their often dangerous times in uniform

God Answers Prayers--Military Edition 1919
those who are sworn to serve their country in the armed forces are servants of the security and freedom of the nations if
they carry out their duty honorably they truly contribute to the common good of the nation and the maintenance of peace
catechism of the catholic church 2310 this prayer book for catholic men and women in the u s military features reflections
written by a military chaplain plus traditional catholic prayers including a morning and evening prayer each reflection
includes scripture a brief story to inspire a call to meditate on the scripture and on the story and a question for the reader
to ponder on how this relates to one s daily life

Abridged Prayer Book for Jews in the Army and Navy of the United States
2007
notebook diary and journal to write in for back up information creating lists for scheduling organizing and recording your
thoughts
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God and Country 2019-04-19
120 page 8 5x11 prayer journal for the army wife compose your book of prayers right here in this one spot to bring your
warrior and his or her brothers and sisters home safely soldier wife is a tough title to carry and you are rocking it

ARMY - Pray for Those Serving in the Military 2019-03-25
the bedrock of the southern american culture was that the bible was indeed the infallible word of the god who created the
heavens the earth and all that is therein and that jesus christ is the only means of redemption therefore it should not be
surprising to anyone that at the beginning of the war of northern aggression many of the political military officers and
soldiers were christians as a result they knew the great need for those going into battle to possess the bible new
testaments tracts and hymn books especially for those who were unsaved it was simply amazing how politicians army
commanders preachers churches chaplains and the people of the confederacy immediately set into motion whatever was
necessary to supply the troops with god s word this small prayer book was originally published in charleston sc early in the
war to be distributed to confederate soldiers marching off to war or already in the field hopefully this book played a part in
bringing comfort to the men in the field as they faced the horrors of war

Army Wife Book of Prayers 2018-04-14
a prayer book for soldiers and sailors is an essential resource for those serving in the military this collection of christian
prayers hymns and bible passages provides comfort and guidance to soldiers and sailors in times of need whether you re
facing the challenges of war or navigating life on a ship this book offers a source of hope and strength with its thoughtful
selection of prayers and readings a prayer book for soldiers and sailors is a valuable companion for any service member
seeking to deepen their faith and find solace in the face of adversity

Prayers and Other Devotions for the Use of the Soldiers of the Army of the
Confederate States 2019-12-06
whether you re together on a military base with your spouse or alone waiting for your loved one to return from deployment
you re juggling the many endless special and often heartbreaking demands placed on military families demands not
addressed in most prayer books and like so many other military wives you ve often got to bear these burdens alone and
sometimes even silently to help you we ve created this unique book for catholic military wives here you ll find powerful
prayers composed for your needs and also frank and inspiring testimony from fellow catholic military wives these are your
stories told with unflinching honesty echoing your heartaches your pains and yes your amazing triumphs in faith both small
and large on good days by dawn s early light will help you thank god for the blessings of your spouse s noble vocation on
bad days it will help you walk steadily in your sure catholic faith grateful to be able to put one foot in front of another all
too well you know that for you heroism doesn t remain on the battlefield it s woven into the fabric of your life by dawn s
early light shines the healing light of christ on that heroism giving honor and praise to you and to god as with him you
fulfill the duties and experience the joys of one of the most noble of all vocations that of a military wife

A Prayer Book for Soldiers and Sailors 1941
prayer is a gift we can talk directly to god the one who is omnipotent and omniscient and come to him with our thoughts
requests and petitions incamouflage prayersjill connett s inspirational collection of prayers she reminds us to not only pray
for those that we see but also the unseen the camouflaged who have a daily influence in our lives some days we may take
for granted the world full of people who take care of us and work for us in so many ways on a daily basis but god knows all
of these people and wants us to appreciate and remember them jill connett s prayers and reflections aimed at these people
who work hard to make our nation great are the perfect regimen for your prayer life remember to pray daily and
specifically for our protectors and servants in camouflage and watch the power of god at work in our nation

Abridged prayer book for Jews in the Army and Navy of the United States
2018-02-15
in 1944 a u s army baker volunteers as a forward observer to carry out covert operations behind german lines in world war
ii in the early 1960s a focused nineteen year old airman is responsible for decoding critical top secret messages during the
height of the berlin crisis in 1993 an army sniper overcomes a debilitating condition only to fight for survival in the streets
of war torn mogadishu somalia when a blackhawk helicopter is shot down when each of these men face a crisis this very
special prayer book my military missal provides the comfort and encouragement of divine power based on actual events
guiding missal s timeless journey of faith patriotism and miracles will touch your heart as the missal and the men call out
to god for guidance protection and a safe return home
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By Dawn's Early Light 2011-03
this is a new release of the original 1941 edition

Camouflage Prayers 2017-04-15
120 page 8 5x11 prayer journal for the army wife compose your book of prayers right here in this one spot to bring your
warrior and his or her brothers and sisters home safely

Guiding Missal 2013-10
the defender s prayerfather keep my sights clear and my blade of intention sharp and true i know safety is of the lord and
my care is dependent upon you whether in the valley of the shadow of death or the halls of victory your spirit s presence
you always provide should i find myself among hostiles in your peace i pledge to abide there is no companion like unto thee
lord your grace this morning was fresh and new keep my heart clothe me with honor and courage let my actions be a credit
to you a life of service is full of uncertainty i thank you that your angels are standing watch with me through the night bless
my buddy by my side join us in the brotherhood of uncommon valor make us a reflection of your light i have pledged to
preserve america s posterity help me protect all that is lasting and right in jesus name amen perfect prayer journal for
members of the united states army a c t s prayer methodadoration father i praise you because confession father forgive me
for thanksgiving father thank you for supplication father i pray for we wrote the the defender s prayer christian poem to
honor the great men and women who serve and have served this great country as a veteran married to a veteran i know
how essential prayer is to those who wear the uniform and their families as they are faced with various trials every day the
acts prayer method is a simple and easy guide for you to follow during your prayer time if you are just getting started or
recommitting yourself or want to encourage someone else to a prayer life this acts prayer notebook is the thing you need
features and uses of this prayer notebook 6 x9 fits easily in a backpacks tote bags handbags and glove compartments 120
lined guided a c t s pages 90 gsm white high quality paper premium designed matte cover absorbs scratches and scuffs
companion journals available 6x9 blank lined to do planner and graph paper to make an awesome gift set encouraging gift
for christians who have recently enlisted or graduating from basic training great deployment gift great for veterans and
retired military buy this beautiful journal today and show your appreciation and support for our troops to see the
companion journals and other notebooks we offer click or tap on the author name under the title

Song and Service Book for Ship and Field 2019-03-25
the defender s prayerfather keep my sights clear and my blade of intention sharp and true i know safety is of the lord and
my care is dependent upon you whether in the valley of the shadow of death or the halls of victory your spirit s presence
you always provide should i find myself among hostiles in your peace i pledge to abide there is no companion like unto thee
lord your grace this morning was fresh and new keep my heart clothe me with honor and courage let my actions be a credit
to you a life of service is full of uncertainty i thank you that your angels are standing watch with me through the night bless
my buddy by my side join us in the brotherhood of uncommon valor make us a reflection of your light i have pledged to
preserve america s posterity help me protect all that is lasting and right in jesus name amen perfect gift journal for
members of the united states military we wrote the the defender s prayer christian poem to honor the great men and
women who serve and have served this great country as a veteran married to a veteran i know how essential prayer is to
those who wear the uniform and their families as they are faced with various trials every day this military poem plan book
will be an encouragement and a reminder of whom you are to depend on and trust in as you plan your day each page has a
place for the date and a box beside each blank line to check when a task is completed this is a simple yet effective planner
to help you schedule your day features and uses of this military planning notebook 6 x9 fits easily in a backpacks tote bags
handbags and glove compartments 120 checklist pages 90 gsm white high quality paper premium designed matte cover
absorbs scratches and scuffs use as a daily planner pt checklist logbook keep track of appointments when running errands
to set goals and more companion journals available 6x9 blank lined acts prayer and graph paper to make an awesome gift
set encouraging gift for christians who have recently enlisted or graduating from basic training great deployment gift great
for veterans and retired military buy this beautiful journal today and show your appreciation and support for our troops to
see the companion journals and other notebooks we offer click or tap on the author name under the title

Army Mom Book of Prayers 2019-10-08
the defender s prayerfather keep my sights clear and my blade of intention sharp and true i know safety is of the lord and
my care is dependent upon you whether in the valley of the shadow of death or the halls of victory your spirit s presence
you always provide should i find myself among hostiles in your peace i pledge to abide there is no companion like unto thee
lord your grace this morning was fresh and new keep my heart clothe me with honor and courage let my actions be a credit
to you a life of service is full of uncertainty i thank you that your angels are standing watch with me through the night bless
my buddy by my side join us in the brotherhood of uncommon valor make us a reflection of your light i have pledged to
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preserve america s posterity help me protect all that is lasting and right in jesus name amen perfect gift journal for
members of the united states army we wrote the the defender s prayer christian poem to honor the great men and women
who serve and have served this great country as a veteran married to a veteran i know how essential prayer is to those
who wear the uniform and their families as they are faced with various trials every day this military poem graph journal
will be an encouragement and a reminder of whom you are to depend on and trust in this conveniently sized journal is
useful in the office in the field or on the go features and uses of this army square grid notebook 6 x9 fits easily in a
backpacks tote bags handbags and glove compartments 120 graph pages 4 squares per inch 4x4 90 gsm white high quality
paper premium designed matte cover absorbs scratches and scuffs use as a logbook daily planner for drawing to do lists
keep track of appointments calculations and more companion journals available 6x9 blank lined acts prayer and graph
paper to make an awesome gift set encouraging gift for christians who have recently enlisted or graduating from basic
training great deployment gift great for veterans and retired military buy this beautiful journal today and show your
appreciation and support for our troops to see the companion journals and other notebooks we offer click or tap on the
author name under the title

The Defender's Prayer ACTS Prayer Journal 2019-10-08
in the 1980s the army chaplain corps adopted the credo nurture the living care for the wounded honor the dead it
summarizes more than 200 years of chaplain ministry with soldiers during war and peace this title presents an expression
of the hope and faith on which the credo is built

The Defender's Prayer To Do Planner 2019-10-08
the defender s prayerfather keep my sights clear and my blade of intention sharp and true i know safety is of the lord and
my care is dependent upon you whether in the valley of the shadow of death or the halls of victory your spirit s presence
you always provide should i find myself among hostiles in your peace i pledge to abide there is no companion like unto thee
lord your grace this morning was fresh and new keep my heart clothe me with honor and courage let my actions be a credit
to you a life of service is full of uncertainty i thank you that your angels are standing watch with me through the night bless
my buddy by my side join us in the brotherhood of uncommon valor make us a reflection of your light i have pledged to
preserve america s posterity help me protect all that is lasting and right in jesus name amen perfect gift journal for
members of the united states military we wrote the the defender s prayer christian poem to honor the great men and
women who serve and have served this great country as a veteran married to a veteran i know how essential prayer is to
those who wear the uniform and their families as they are faced with various trials every day this military poem plan book
will be an encouragement and a reminder of whom you are to depend on and trust in as you plan your day each page has a
place for the date and a box beside each blank line to check when a task is completed this is a simple yet effective planner
to help you schedule your day features and uses of this military planning notebook 6 x9 fits easily in a backpacks tote bags
handbags and glove compartments 120 checklist pages 90 gsm white high quality paper premium designed matte cover
absorbs scratches and scuffs use as a daily planner pt checklist logbook keep track of appointments when running errands
to set goals and more companion journals available 6x9 blank lined acts prayer and graph paper to make an awesome gift
set encouraging gift for christians who have recently enlisted or graduating from basic training great deployment gift great
for veterans and retired military buy this beautiful journal today and show your appreciation and support for our troops to
see the companion journals and other notebooks we offer click or tap on the author name under the title

The Defender's Prayer Graph Journal 2009
rick bereit draws from his 30 years of military experience to provide a detailed overview of life in the military life as a
christian and most important how the two fit together designed as a lifelong handbook from the first day of basic training
through an entire enlistment or career in his service is a comprehensive resource to equip you for service to your country

The Confederate Soldier's Pocket Manual of Devotions 1861
a unique military gift under 10 a cute and unique prayer journal devotional with bible verses included about love faith
courage and protection for a deployed soldier perfect size 6x9 to be carried in your purse or backpack very cute and
cheerful interior 108 pages to write in can be used as a prayer journal gratitude journal daily diary and so much more a
meaningful gift that can be used by anyone who wants to pray for a deployed soldier or to give as a gift to an army family
member

Prayers and Other Devotions for the Use of the Soldiers of the Army of the
Confederate States 2019-10-08
wife of a soldier a journey of faith is about one woman s journey over the last twenty two years as an army spouse each
chapter is filled with the realities of the challenges and blessing she has faced along with her family as she has lived out
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the military lifestyle in support of her soldier her goal is to encourage other military spouses by using her lessons learned
to give them a new perspective as they face the difficult journey required of today s military family her hope is that god s
faithfulness will shine through her simple message and that each woman would realize they too have a story to tell that will
encourage others because of the strength and courage god places in the heart of the military spouse

The Defender's Prayer To Do Planner 2002
a unique military gift under 10 a cute and unique prayer journal devotional with bible verses included about love faith
courage and protection for a deployed soldier perfect size 6x9 to be carried in your purse or backpack very cute and
cheerful interior 108 pages to write in can be used as a prayer journal gratitude journal daily diary and so much more a
meaningful gift that can be used either by the deployed soldier or by his mom back home also mom can write her fillings
prayers and experiences in the journal and then gift it to her son

In His Service 2019-12-03
spirit of freedom is an inspirational devotional book inspired by the author s service to our nation during her unit s
mobilization in germany for operations enduring freedom and iraqi freedom during that time she reflected upon the
separation from her family the uncertainties of world events in which she was a part and her personal reactions to these
events this book has strong and universal sentiments that appeal to a broad spectrum of people it brings the readers closer
to the feelings experienced by military personnel when they are deployed in support of america s military operations it also
brings the readers closer to the words of king david in his psalms the book deepens the readers understanding of god s
role in the lives of military personnel and the faith in god military personnel share it helps the readers to enrich their faith
and their prayer life

Dear God, Please Keep Them Safe 2009-01-19
a unique military gift under 10 a cute and unique prayer journal devotional with bible verses included about love faith
courage and protection for a deployed soldier perfect size 6x9 to be carried in your purse or backpack very cute and
cheerful interior 108 pages to write in can be used as a prayer journal gratitude journal daily diary and so much more a
meaningful gift that can be used either by the deployed soldier or by his mom back home also mom can write her fillings
prayers and experiences in the journal and then gift it to her son

Wife of a Soldier, a Journey of Faith 2019-12-03
retired u s army colonel don snider and his colleagues draw upon a time honored west point tradition to help business
managers and other leaders boost morale and engagement during tough times

Dear God, Please Keep My Son Safe 2006-01-25
a unique military gift under 10 a cute and unique prayer journal devotional with bible verses included about love faith
courage and protection for a deployed soldier perfect size 6x9 to be carried in your purse or backpack very cute and
cheerful interior 108 pages to write in can be used as a prayer journal gratitude journal daily diary and so much more a
meaningful gift that can be used either by the deployed soldier or by her mom back home also the parent can write her
fillings prayers and experiences in the journal and then gift it to her daughter

Spirit of Freedom 2019-12-03
a unique military and love gift under 10 a cute and unique prayer journal devotional with bible verses included about love
faith courage and protection for a deployed soldier perfect size 6x9 to be carried in your purse or backpack very cute and
cheerful interior 120 pages to write in can be used as a prayer journal gratitude journal daily diary and so much more a
meaningful gift that can be used either by the deployed soldier or by his mom back home also mom can write her fillings
prayers and experiences in the journal and then gift it to her son

Dear God, Please Keep My Son-In-Law Safe 2012-11-13
a unique military and love gift under 10 a cute and unique prayer journal devotional with bible verses included about love
faith courage and protection for a deployed soldier perfect size 6x9 to be carried in your purse or backpack very cute and
cheerful interior 120 pages to write in can be used as a prayer journal gratitude journal daily diary and so much more a
meaningful gift that can be used either by the deployed soldier or by his mom back home also mom can write her fillings
prayers and experiences in the journal and then gift it to her son
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The Warrior’s Character: Leadership Wisdom From West Point’s Cadet
Prayer 2019-12-03
a unique military and love gift under 10 a cute and unique prayer journal devotional with bible verses included about love
faith courage and protection for a deployed soldier perfect size 6x9 to be carried in your purse or backpack very cute and
cheerful interior 120 pages to write in can be used as a prayer journal gratitude journal daily diary and so much more a
meaningful gift that can be used either by the deployed soldier or by his mom back home also mom can write her fillings
prayers and experiences in the journal and then gift it to her son

Dear God, Please Keep My Daughter Safe 2020-01-10

Dear God, Please Keep My Father Safe 2020-01-10

Dear God, Please Keep My Boss Safe 2020-01-10

Dear God, Please Keep My Hero Safe
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